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ABSTRACT
The Mirror System Hypothesis holds that the mechanisms that support 
language parity (the listener tends to understand what the speaker 
intended) evolved atop an ancestral mirror system for manual actions that 
supported both the generation and recognition of such actions. This 
paper1 summarizes research that has enriched our understanding of the 
adaptability of mirror neurons and their role in the evolution of the 
human language-ready brain. 
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1. WHAT WERE THE ANCESTRAL COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS? 
A motivating passion: To understand “How the Brain Works,” 

linking data on behavior – action, perception, language and the memory 
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Language is multi-modal: Human speech is accompanied by 
manual and facial co-speech gestures; co-speech gestures are even 
produced by blind persons talking to each other – highlighting the 
ancestral link between hand and language. Co-speech gestures are to be 
distinguished from the signs which form the elements of the signed 
languages (such as American Sign Language, ASL) employed by deaf 
communities – but the latter are fully expressive human languages. The 
key point is that the brain mechanisms that support language do not 
especially privilege auditory input and vocal output. Our key question is 
then: How did a capacity for multimodal language evolve? 

We define language-readiness as the capacity to acquire and use 
language and claim that having a “language-ready” brain does not imply 
“having language.” Biological Evolution provides the processes of 
genetic selection that gave modern humans a language-ready brain but we 
claim that it was Cultural Evolution, processes of non-biological, social 
selection, whereby our ancestors came to have a variety of languages as 
distinct from a protolanguage in the sense of a system of communication 
intermediate between ape-like vocal and gestural communication and 
human language. (This is distinct from the notion of protolanguage as the 
ancestral language for a language family posited in historical linguistics). 

We posit that early Homo sapiens , and at least their proximate ancestral 
hominids, has “early protolanguages,” and that cultural evolution in Homo
sapiens yielded a spectrum of increasing complexity, so that complex 
protolanguages became early languages perhaps 100,000 years ago (Arbib 
2008). In this process, symbols become words in the modern sense, while 
syntactic and semantic structures co-evolved to support an increasingly 
compositional semantics (with recursivity as an automatic corollary of the 
expression of meaning concerning hierarchical structures). Verb tenses or other 
circumlocutions arose to express the ability to recall past events or imagine 
future ones. And these emerging languages had to be learnable: a human 
language must contain a significant subset of symbolic structures learnable by 
most human children. 

Much of this remains conjectural. There is no single key to the 
evolution of language. Rather, there are many pieces of a jigsaw puzzle to 
be discovered and fitted together, and this requires insights from many 
subdisciplines, including: 
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镜像系统与其在人类有语言能力的大脑的演化中的作用 

Michael A. Arbib 
南加州大学 

 

 

提要 

镜像系统假说认为支撑语言奇偶性（听者趋于理解话者的意欲）的机制

是从支撑行为动作的更早期的镜像系统演化而来，这个更早期的镜像系

统支持动作的产生和识别这样的动作。这篇文章概括了那些丰富了我们

对于镜像神经元适应性的了解以及镜像神经元在人类有语言能力的大脑

的演化中的作用的研究。 

 

关键词 

镜像系统假说  镜像神经元  语言演化  语言就绪 
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